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experimental evidence for homeostatic sex 
allocation after sex-biased reintroductions
Wayne Leslie Linklater1, 2*, Peter roy Law2, Jay Vinson Gedir1 † and Pierre du Preez3

First principles predict negative frequency-dependent sex 
allocation, but it is unproven in field studies and seldom con-
sidered, despite far-reaching consequences for theory and 
practice in population genetics and dynamics as well as ani-
mal ecology and behaviour. Twenty-four  years of rhinoceros 
calving after 45 reintroductions across southern Africa pro-
vide the first in  situ experimental evidence that unbalanced 
operational sex ratios predicted offspring sex and offspring 
sex ratios. Our understanding of population dynamics, espe-
cially reintroduction and invasion biology, will be significantly 
impacted by these findings.

Fisher’s principle1 for sex ratio parity was the world’s first  
obligate evolutionary stable strategy. It then developed into the 
first ever facultative sex allocation theory2,3, and was the precur-
sor to game theory4—all fundamental to understanding popula-
tion dynamics and genetics, ecology and behaviour. Importantly, 
it has the potential to substantially modify predictions of species 
invasiveness or recolonization, recovery from catastrophic declines, 
and resilience to habitat fragmentation and small population size5,6. 
With unprecedented numbers of species facing extinction, testing 
Fisher’s principle and its application is critical, especially in situ.

Fisher’s principle predicts a negative frequency-dependent, or 
homeostatic, sex allocation (HSA) response to an unbalanced oper-
ational sex ratio (OSR; the ratio of sexually competing males and 
females) that weakens as the OSR approaches parity3. These pre-
dictions cannot be tested by observational, single-population stud-
ies because the null model—random Mendelian sex chromosome 
assortment—also predicts fluctuations in OSR that converge on 
parity, and those fluctuations are insufficiently extreme to initiate 
an HSA response. Thus, distinguishing the null model from HSA 
requires that OSRs be manipulated experimentally. But such experi-
ments are notoriously difficult, especially in situ, where several sex 
allocation influences and mechanisms might interact, and especially 
with large vertebrates, because they require independently repli-
cated OSR treatments across multiple populations7. Unsurprisingly, 
therefore, robust in  situ experiments of HSA have not yet been 
achieved (see Supplementary Table  1) and no experiment, either  
in or ex situ, has yet tested for the second prediction.

Fortunately, the translocation of organisms for species rescue 
and restoration are powerful field experiments of evolutionary 
and ecological theories, including those for facultative sex alloca-
tion. Species reintroductions—the release of animals into their his-
toric range from where they had been extirpated—such as those 
for the critically endangered black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis, 
Rhinocerotidae), can be replicated manipulations of OSR among 
released cohorts (different populations) across a large range of 

environmental conditions (different sites) to test for HSA in  situ. 
Moreover, black rhinoceros have comparatively low adult mortal-
ity and dispersal distances, and long reproductive lives (senescence 
after 35  years) relative to the time required for offspring sexual 
recruitment (~5  years), such that several generations overlap and 
OSR biases are persistent8—meeting the criteria for a test of HSA9. 
Black rhinoceros are asocial and polygynous. Males are 11% heavier 
than females and the more dispersive sex, while females produce a 
single offspring per pregnancy8, thereby negating the need to con-
sider brood-size effects.

The OSRs of 45 reintroductions including 103 female black rhi-
noceros across southern Africa (1981–2005) varied between the pos-
sible extremes, sometimes without adult males or females (breeders 
of the absent sex were juveniles at release or arrived later as supple-
mentary introductions). The other cohorts’ OSRs varied from 17 to 
75% adult males. The sexes of subsequent calves were also known. 
If HSA occurs then a sex bias among breeders after reintroduction 
should be followed by an equal but opposite sex bias among offspring, 
with the strength of the effect weakening for OSRs nearer parity.

We report the first in situ experimental evidence for HSA from 
multi-population, independently replicated OSR treatments of vary-
ing magnitude. Calf sex ratios were negatively frequency-dependent 
with OSRs, and the effect was weaker for populations closer to OSR 
parity. The relationships for populations and individual moth-
ers were statistically different from those derived by randomized 
Mendelian sex allocation (our null model), despite the number of 
male and female calves born across all reintroductions being similar 
(152 males and 134 females; binomial test P =  0.31).

The OSRs of reintroduced cohorts were predictive of popula-
tions’ calf sex ratios (linear regression: co-efficient ±  standard error 
(SE), − 0.498 ±  0.202, F1,33 =  6.09, P =  0.019, R2 =  0.16, for all popu-
lations with n ≥  2 calves; Fig. 1a) and subsequent calf sexes (logistic 
regression: co-efficient ±  SE, − 1.706 ±  0.705, z =  − 2.420, P =  0.013, 
Fig. 1b). A similar, but weaker, relationship was found between calf 
sex and OSRs at time of calf conception (logistic regression: co-effi-
cient ±  SE, − 1.609 ±  0.894, z =  − 1.799, P =  0.072, Fig. 1c) because 
the OSRs when calves were conceived were less variable than the 
OSRs of the reintroduced cohorts (that is, the coefficient of varia-
tion at conception was 33% as opposed to 48% at reintroduction) 
and extreme OSRs were more predictive of calf sex, whereas OSRs 
near parity were not predictive (Fig.  1d). The less variable OSRs 
at conception can, in part, be attributed to calf recruitment, but 
deaths or removals, and supplementary introductions, continued to 
modify OSR in both directions in these small populations after the 
founding cohort was released, thus preventing a simple OSR con-
vergence with parity over time.
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These population and individual relationships were statistically 
different from those expected from random Mendelian sex alloca-
tion. One thousand simulations in which calf sex was randomized 
and the linear regressions of population calf sex ratios against OSR 
of the reintroduced cohort were repeated revealed that almost all 
(99.9%) of the relationships were weaker than from the observed data 
(Fig. 1e). Simulations of the logistic regressions of randomized calf 
sex against the OSR of the reintroduced cohort and at calf concep-
tions also yielded weaker relationships compared to those observed 
from the data: 99.6% (Fig. 1f) and 97% (Fig. 1g), respectively.

OSR was the leading and majority influence on individual calf 
sex in the logistic mixed models without recourse to grouping  
(random) effects such as site, cohort and birth order. Contrary to 
the expectations of other condition-dependent sex allocation theo-
ries (such as Trivers-Willard and Local Resource Competition), 
environmental and maternal differences were not important.

The regression of populations’ calf sex ratios against reintroduc-
tion OSR will be sensitive to sample (population) number and the size 
of each population (number of calves) because smaller populations 
of calves introduce greater sex ratio variance. Nonetheless, includ-
ing the 10 populations with only one calf or reducing population  
number by excluding the populations with the fewest calves did 

not change its relationship or statistical support (Supplementary 
Table 2). Over half of the smaller calf populations (24 (53%) with 
fewer than 6 calves or 26 (58%) with fewer than 7 calves) had to 
be removed from the regression before the relationship’s statistical 
support deteriorated substantially — but, even then, randomiza-
tion tests of the truncated data sets demonstrated that more nega-
tive beta coefficients than found from the observed data were still 
unlikely to occur by chance.

For the first time, we have detected an HSA effect at population 
and individual-animal scales in  situ. We also measured a decline 
in the magnitude of that effect as OSRs approach parity, which 
explains why HSA has not previously been detected in situ in the 
absence of experimental and extreme OSR treatments that are inde-
pendently replicated across populations. Nonetheless, the intrin-
sic mechanisms for HSA are still to be elucidated and the fitness 
benefits quantified. Although theory predicts fitness benefits from 
HSA where OSR fluctuates between extremes in space and time4, 
even greater longitudinal data than the nine generations presented 
here are required from the long-lived rhinoceros to confirm the-
ory. Moreover, for HSA to evolve, parents (most likely the female  
in polygynous species) must have one or more physiological  
(endogenous) mechanism(s) that respond to OSR. The most likely 
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Figure 1 | Sex allocation pattern and effect size. a, Calf sex ratios in 35 black rhinoceros populations (that produced at least 2 calves) reintroduced at 
varying operational sex ratios (OSR). Sex ratio parity for populations and calves is represented by the vertical and horizontal dashed lines, respectively.  
The linear relationship (linear regression: co-efficient ±  standard error (SE), − 0.498 ±  0.202, F1, 33 =  6.09, P =  0.02, R2 =  0.16) is indicated by the solid line 
(with the dotted lines indicating its 95% confidence interval). The response variable has been transformed using the arcsine square root transformation  
for proportionate data. b,c, The probability of male calves (n =  286) in relation to the OSR of the released cohort (logistic regression: co-efficient ±  SE,  
− 1.706 ±  0.705, z =  − 2.420, P =  0.013) (b) and when each calf was conceived (logistic regression: co-efficient ±  SE, − 1.609 ±  0.894, z =  − 1.799, 
P =  0.072) (c). d, The predictive error (proportion incorrect sex) of the logistic model in b for calf sex (probability of being male) showing the accuracy  
of the model improves as OSR bias increases in both directions. There were no calves born that had a predicted probability of being a male calf between 
0.0 and 0.1, hence ‘nd’ refers to there being no data for this interval. There were six calves born where the predicted probability of a male calf was  
between 0.9 and 1.0 and none of those predicted cases were female. e–g, The frequency distributions (corresponding to a–c) of 1,000 beta coefficients 
after the random allocation of calf sex (our Mendelian null model) for the relationship of populations’ calf sex ratios (where n ≥  2) against the OSR  
of the reintroduced cohort (e), and logistic regressions of calf sex against the OSR of the reintroduced cohort (f) and at calf conception dates (g).  
The grey bars indicate the 5% (one-sided test, α  =  0.05) of beta coefficients that were most negative. The vertical solid lines show the beta coefficients 
of the relationships from observed data, and dotted lines their 95% confidence interval. The P values displayed are the proportions of 1,000 regressions of 
randomly allocated calf sex whose beta coefficients were the same or more extreme than our observed values.
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mechanisms are those in which the OSR determines levels of intra-
sexual competition and inter-sexual aggression for parents with 
physiological and ecological consequences for rhinoceros moth-
ers10,11 (as for lizards and plants12,13), especially around or soon after 
conception and before conceptus implantation14.

Explaining the allocation of resources by parents among male 
and female offspring is a leading problem in evolutionary biology 
with major implications and diverse applications7. Extreme OSRs 
commonly occur15–17 and so the occurrence of HSA is important for 
predicting the outcomes of an enormous range of ecological pro-
cesses, including species invasion, recolonization and survival after 
catastrophe (for example, climate and disease), habitat fragmenta-
tion and population exploitation (harvest), and the influence of 
small population size, symbionts, parasites and predators, and con-
servation management that may induce extreme spatial or temporal 
variation in OSRs5,6,18,19.

Where HSA is possible, parents capable of producing the rarer 
sex will achieve greater fitness, and populations of them will be 
more invasive and resilient because their small populations will have 
improved establishment and greater viability, especially in species 
with sex-biased dispersal. Such species will populate habitats faster, 
and be less susceptible to demographic stochasticity and genetic drift 
as small populations, because demographic variance is more quickly 
ameliorated. But almost all population models for invasiveness, via-
bility and extinction risk, even those treating the interaction between 
OSR and mating systems, assume birth sex ratio is fixed6,15,16. Our 
evidence indicates that this may not be the case.

We have demonstrated that species management, such as rein-
troductions, can be powerful experiments in life-history and popu-
lation dynamics at a scale necessary to test theory but ordinarily 
unachievable. As such, they are a remarkable, largely untapped 
resource for testing sex allocation theory in particular. The cor-
ollary of their use in this way is that reintroduction and invasion  
biology, theory and practice will be substantially modified by our 
in situ evidence for HSA.

Methods
Data reporting. The sexes of 286 calves born to 103 female black rhinoceros 
(Diceros bicornis) after 45 reintroductions across southern Africa, 1981–2005, 
and the populations’ OSR (sexually mature, > 4 years old) at reintroduction and 
thereafter were known10. Individual female calving records ranged from 18 months 
and one calf to 24 years and nine calves, and post-release conception dates  
from 52 days to 22.7 years. Thirty-five calves were removed from the data set 
because their sex had not yet been reported by the end of 2005, or calf death  
and carcass decay or disappearance occurred before it could be sexed.

Statistical analyses. Two analyses were performed to test for HSA: the ability 
of population OSR to explain calf sex and populations’ calf sex ratios. First, 
we linearly regressed the arc-sin-square-root transformed sex ratio of each 
population’s calves after reintroduction against the OSR of the reintroduced  
cohort. HSA predicts a negative relationship between OSR and populations’ calf 
sex ratios. Second, we built two mixed-effects logistic regression models with  
calf sex as the binary dependent variable (0 =  female, 1 =  male), and  
(i) reintroduction cohort OSR or (ii) OSR at calf conception as a fixed effect. 
Conception times for each calf were calculated by back-dating gestation  
length (460 days14) from estimated birth dates at first post-birth observation. 
Twenty-seven mothers’ first calves after reintroduction were conceived  
before translocation. For those calves, the OSR of the reintroduced cohort  
is used to represent OSR conditions during calf gestation.

Random effects for maternal identity nested within reintroduced release site 
and cohort and also calf birth order after reintroduction were included in logistic 
models because each reintroduction cohort could include from 1 to 8 mothers, and 
those mothers contributed from 1 to 9 calves. We tested the influence of random 
effects using calculated repeatability20. The variances attributed to random effects 
for release site and cohort, mother and calf birth order were small (release site and 
cohort/mother =  0.07 ±  0.27; calf birth order =  0.02 ±  0.14) such that repeatability 
was low (release site and cohort/mother =  0.021; calf birth order =  0.006), 
and inclusion of these random effects did not improve the power of OSR at 
reintroduction to predict calf sex. The model for calf sex with OSR without  
random effects was also a substantial improvement on the intercept-only model 
(logistic regression (intercept only): z =  1.064, P =  0.287, Δ AICc (small sample 

Akaike Information Criterion) = 4.46). Thus, we removed random effects and 
repeated the logistic regression for our final models.

Tests against the null model (random Mendelian sex allocation). The robustness 
of regression relationships was tested by reallocating calf sex randomly to each 
mother at a 1.13:1.00 male:female sex ratio (representing the 152 male and 134 
female calves born during this study, and the birth sex ratio in wild populations) 
1,000 times and repeating the regressions for each reallocation. The frequency 
distribution of resulting regression (beta) coefficients was compared with our 
regression coefficients to evaluate the likelihood of the relationships occurring 
by chance. We also repeated the statistical analyses and randomization tests by 
including the 10 populations with only one calf, or progressively excluding the 
smallest populations with only two, three, four, five or six and fewer calves to 
evaluate the sensitivity of statistical outcomes to reduced sample number and 
within-population variance.

Data availability. The data sets analysed during the current study are not  
publicly available to protect the identities and locations of rhinoceros populations 
that are the subject of illegal hunting and trade. However, the data set without 
reserve identities or locations is available from the corresponding author  
on reasonable request.
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